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ABSTRACT  
 
 In this study 21 hybrid corn in block shape as chance in 3 repetitions at 2 experiment in separate state at 
normal terms and salinity in 1385 in from center seruting of natural sources and agriculture jehad in Qom 
province had been evaluated. Soil tissue with electric conduction (EC) in depth 0-30, was 8.5 dc and in 30-60 
depth, 9.9 dc and soil pH was equal with 7.6. In tension environment: Special amounts outcome of component 
1 to 8 were more than one, and 23, 15, 13, 10, 7, 5, 7, 4.  Percent, respectively and totally, they had explanted 84 
percent of total variance of variables. Comparative amount of special vectors coefficient in first component 
showed us that, corn weight lineament, bush height, the width of corn leaf and the surface of leaf flag, were the 
most important quality for grouping hybrid in claster analysis. In second component, the surface of corn leaf, the 
length of flag's leaf and exterior pedankel and in third component the numbers of seed in row, the number of 
leaf, and altitude to corn leaf and the longitude of corn leaf had more coefficients of special vector. In this order, 
in forth component, the number of dry leaf, total operation and seed operation and removal index and in fifth 
component, corn diagonal, corn length, abortion seed and the depth of seed and in sixth component, diagonal of 
haulm and inside pedankle and in seventh component of TAji flower, the number of corn in bush and the weight 
of thousand seed, slink seed and in eighth component of latitude of flag's leaf and the diagonal of corn's wood. 
Have more special coefficients of vectors. In normal environment: The special amounts outcome of 
components 1 to 8 were more than one, and 28, 13, 10, 9, 4, 5, 6, 7, prevent, respectively and totally, they 
explanted 82 percent of total variance of variables. The comparative amounts of coefficients the vectors in first 
component showed us that qualities of corn length, the number of seed in row, the light of bush, level of flag's  
leaf and the total operation, were the most qualification for hybrids grouping. In second component, the diagonal 
of corn, number of row, surface of corn leaf and diagonal of corn wood and in third component have number of 
dry leaf, latitude of corn leaf, latitude of flag's  leaf have more special vectors coefficients. So this order, in 
fourth component, diagonal of footstalk, external pedankle, internal pedankle and slink seed and in fifth 
component the longitude of corn leaf and TAji flower and in sixth component the light to corn leaf, longitude of 
flag's leaf, the number of corn in bush and the weight of than sand seed and in seventh component the weight of 
corn, number of leaf, depth of seed and seed's operation and in eighth component, total operation and index of 
removal have most special coefficients of vectors.  
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Introduction  
 
 The technique of analysis to principal component for the first one explanted by Carl prearson (1901) and 
then practical computations methods after years by hotelling (1993) had been explanted. This method, had been 
planning for decrease the number of necessity variables to few number of indexes. These indexes had called 
principal components and had counted the lined composition of first variables. Analysis to principal component 
had enumerated a objective method for founding these indexes that can interpret-tated changes of dates as 
compressive and short shape. It may that, 2 or 3 principal component, collect desirable summary of total 
primary variables. Totally analysis to principal component is a favorable method for decrease the number of 
variables for sampling dates. Purpose of this analyze, is founding compositions of p variable x1 and x2 , …. xp 
for create independent indexes (uncorrelated) z1 , z2 , ... , zp . uncorrelating between these indexes are useful 
feature, because uncorrelating, it means that, indexes, measure different attributes of dates aim of this analyze to 
principal component, is decrease data's volume and in this method with checking the correlating between 
variables, we can realize connections between adjectives. In analysis to component, the connection of 
correlation between many numbers of variables intonate by some of independent component and it determined 
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the role of every one of adjective in existent variety. Moreover, we can use from analysis to principal 
component for genotypes grouping. And actually it is as analysis supplement klaster (jafari 1382). Analysis to 
principal component usually had done before klaster analysis to determining the comparative importance of 
variables that have role in genotypes grouping in xlaster analysis (jakson, 1991).  
 One method to access this aim, is analysis to principal component (PCA), its important method because, it 
is a base for many of other multivariable methods. In (PCA) the aim is decreasing the multi - dimension 
problem and dates complexion to few number other component that is understandable. It means that, the 
shorting many dates to small collections that can coincide with scientific meanings (52). Analysis to principal 
component create by piarson (1910) and then spreal by hetling (1933).  
 
Substances and methods: 
 
 For determining salinity indexes in can hybrids, a research had been done in 1385 in a experimental farm of 
Qom province agriculture jahad natural source research in two farm. Salinity farm located in 20 kilometer for 
from Qom near Qomrod village, area longitude 5' , 50'' to 51' and latitude 10',34° to 50',34° and light of sea 
surface is 792. Raining average is 126 millimeter in a year. Absolute heat of coldest month of year is 11-degree 
of centigrade and maximum recorded temperature in area is 45.6 degree of centigrade on basis of kopen 
classification, area have continental tip Bwhs that in it Bw illustrative desert dry climate and h reagent average 
of year temperature, lighter than 18 degree of centigrade and s explanatory dry summer. Soil tissue with 
electrical conductance (EC) in depth of 0-30, was 8.5 dc and in depth of 30-60, was 9.9 dc. Soil pH is equal with 
7.6 and water pH using for irrigate is with 7.6 . Electrical conductance is equal with 8.3 . for checking of corn 
hybrids reaction in salinity and normal use from 27 kind of hybrid corn in experimental farm (table3). This 
experiment cultivate in pure accidental block in Z separate test in normal and salinity term. In every test 
cultivate 3 repeat and every hybrid in every kart in 2 row. In implant time in every row 60 heap had been sawn 
that in every heap implant 3 seed. After greening bushes. They have 3 to b leaf. Surplus age bushes from every 
heap had been deleted and in every heap keeping only one suitable bush. Distance of cultivation rows was 75 
centimeter and distance of heaps were 20 centimeter implant line length was 6 meter. Needing fertilizer for plant 
(phosphor and azoth) took as phosphate ammonium fertilizer. Phosphate ammonium added 250 kilogram in 
every hectare before than ending disk to earth and urea fertilizer in this amount in three turn 40% in implant 
time, 30% in 6 to 8 leaf phase and 30% in the of germination growth circuit and befor than pollination had been 
distributed.  
 
Results and discussion  
 
 With notice  to diversity between qualities in analysis to principal component from 27 quality on 27 hybrid 
to separation in salinity and normal environment had been used. Parameters outcome of analysis to principal 
component include special amounts, had been explanted variance present and coefficients of special vectors of 
components 1 to 8 for every two situations come in tables.  
 
The numbers that have line sub themselves have more value inprincipal components.  

Character name  Component 1 Component2 Component3 Component4 Component5 Component6 Component7  Component8 
corn diagonal 0.22 0.34 -0.11 0.13 0.02 -0.05 0.12 0.15
corn length 0.29 -0.09 0.03 0.11 -0.24 0.19 -0.19 -0.08
the number of grain in row 0.28 0.12 0.00 0.15 -0.19 0.00 -0.12 -0.03
the number of row -0.06 0.46 -0.11 0.00 -0.03 -0.08 0.06 -0.02
corn weight 0.23 -0.04 0.26 -0.07 0.02 -0.18 -0.33 0.01
the number of dry leaf -0.13 0.01 0.37 0.14 -0.07 0.05 0.04 -0.07
the number of leaf -0.02 -0.05 0.20 0.28 0.35 -0.24 -0.37 0.35
stem diagonal 0.16 -0.10 0.18 0.29 0.03 -0.23 0.09 -0.18
bush height 0.29 -0.15 -0.11 -0.22 0.06 -0.03 0.27 -0.02
height to corn leaf 0.24 0.04 -0.14 0.11 0.19 -0.26 0.10 -0.19
corn leaf length 0.16 0.23 0.03 -0.25 0.35 0.12 0.14 0.15
corn leaf width 0.23 0.02 0.31 -0.13 0.05 -0.10 0.04 -0.32
corn leaf surface 0.22 0.31 -0.07 0.09 -0.24 0.14 -0.14 -0.10
corn leaf length 0.11 0.08 0.21 -0.26 -0.02 0.45 0.04 0.11
corn leaf width 0.09 0.09 0.47 -0.02 -0.19 0.01 0.14 -0.27
flay leaf length 0.28 -0.18 0.02 -0.05 0.27 -0.17 0.05 0.21
external peduncle 0.21 -0.24 0.00 -0.27 -0.20 -0.18 -0.04 -0.02
internal peduncle 0.05 -0.18 -0.13 -0.52 -0.12 -0.10 -0.19 0.12
tessi flower  0.07 0.19 0.26 -0.14 0.37 0.07 0.04 -0.02
the number of corn in bush -0.07 0.18 0.14 -0.18 -0.18 -0.46 -0.22 0.02
the weight of 1000 grain 0.12 -0.23 0.11 0.12 0.30 0.36 -0.09 -0.12
slink grain -0.11 0.24 0.10 -0.30 0.12 -0.19 0.15 -0.11
corn wood diagonal -0.05 0.35 0.09 -0.04 0.00 0.11 -0.29 0.21
depth yield 0.25 0.10 -0.18 0.17 0.00 -0.15 0.33 0.05
Biomass yield  0.32 0.02 0.05 0.03 -0.17 0.06 0.03 0.36
Grain yield 0.29 0.08 -0.19 -0.01 0.02 0.11 -0.30 -0.03
Harvest index  0.01 0.09 -0.32 -0.08 0.28 0.03 -0.36 -0.55
special amounts 7.54 3.61 2.74 2.34 1.86 1.57 1.24 1.12
variance  present  0.28 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04
the present of aggregation 
variance  

0.28 0.41 0.52 0.60 0.67 0.73 0.77 0.82
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TTaabbllee11::    SSoouurrccee  aanndd  cchhaarraacctteerriissttiicc  ooff  cchheecckkiinngg  sseeeedd..  

Source Hybrid name Hybrid code 
 ZP    434 1 
 KSC  500 2 
 KSC  340 3 
 KSC  400 4 
 KSC  302 5 
 KSC  260 6 
 KSC  320 7 
 KSC  250 8 
 KSC  301 9 
 G-  54190 10 
 G-  54193 11 
 G-  54186 12 
 G- 54185 13 
 G- 3337 14 
 G- 3261 15 
 OSSK 444 16 
 BC   404 17 
 BC   354 18 
 OSSK 373 19 
 BC  282 20 
 KSC  350 21 
 BC   572 22 
 BC   418 23 
 BC   504 24 
 ZP   341 25 
 NS   540 26 
 OSSK  499 27 

  
TTaabbllee  22::  SSppeecciiaall  aammoouunnttss  ooff  vvaarriiaannccee  ppeerrcceenntt  aanndd  ssppeecciiaall  vveeccttoorrss  ccooeeffffiicciieennttss  ccoonnnneecctteedd  ttoo  qquuaalliittiieess  iinn  aannaallyyssiiss  ttoo  pprriinncciippaall  ccoommppoonneenntt  iinn  sseennssaattiioonn  tteerrmmss..  

Character name  Component 1 Component2 Component3 Component4 Component5 Component6 Component7  Component8 
corn diagonal -0.07 0.24 0.13 0.02 -0.52 -0.03 -0.14 -0.15 
corn length -0.24 0.06 -0.24 -0.08 0.25 -0.13 -0.03 0.19 
the number of grain in row -0.22 0.23 -0.30 -0.19 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.09 
the number of row 0.01 0.37 0.23 -0.01 0.06 -0.16 0.07 -0.14 
corn weight -0.28 -0.04 -0.24 0.20 -0.14 -0.18 -0.09 -0.01
the number of dry leaf -0.02 0.18 -0.18 0.35 0.06 -0.10 0.33 0.06 
the number of leaf -0.19 0.04 -0.31 0.29 -0.03 0.12 0.30 -0.09
stem diagonal -0.24 0.04 0.04 -0.01 -0.03 0.44 0.10 0.00 
bush height -0.28 -0.23 0.23 -0.07 -0.02 -0.06 0.02 -0.14 
height to corn leaf -0.26 -0.16 0.27 -0.04 0.03 0.10 0.07 -0.21 
corn leaf length -0.18 0.16 0.28 -0.13 0.05 -0.14 0.19 -0.03 
corn leaf width -0.30 -0.08 0.08 -0.07 0.07 0.18 -0.13 0.05
corn leaf surface -0.17 0.36 0.00 -0.07 0.24 -0.25 0.04 0.02 
corn leaf length -0.05 0.33 0.23 0.18 0.09 0.08 -0.02 0.15 
corn leaf width -0.16 0.21 0.25 0.09 0.26 0.10 -0.07 0.32 
flay leaf length -0.33 -0.18 0.05 0.10 -0.02 0.01 0.15 -0.16 
external peduncle -0.22 -0.29 0.16 -0.12 0.07 -0.21 0.05 0.05
internal peduncle -0.12 -0.21 0.16 -0.13 -0.06 -0.43 0.09 0.21 
tessi flower  -0.23 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.03 0.20 -0.30 0.00 
the number of corn in bush -0.04 -0.01 0.04 -0.18 -0.10 0.38 0.59 0.00 
the weight of 1000 grain -0.16 -0.06 -0.29 -0.02 0.06 0.14 -0.30 -0.27 
slink grain -0.04 0.12 -0.11 -0.13 -0.34 -0.23 0.30 0.11
corn wood diagonal 0.05 0.19 0.09 0.11 0.07 -0.18 0.05 -0.69 
depth yield -0.10 0.15 0.09 -0.03 -0.58 0.07 -0.17 0.22 
Biomass yield  -0.28 -0.08 -0.12 0.31 -0.14 -0.16 -0.04 0.05 
Grain yield -0.21 0.14 -0.23 -0.35 -0.01 -0.06 -0.10 -0.11 
Harvest index  -0.02 0.15 -0.14 -0.54 0.00 0.08 -0.03 -0.10
special amounts 6.33 3.97 3.38 2.65 1.96 1.76 1.37 1.17 
variance  present  0.23 0.15 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.04 
the present of aggregation 
variance  

0.23 0.38 0.51 0.61 0.68 0.74 0.79 0.84 

TThhee  nnuummbbeerrss  tthhaatt  hhaavvee  lliinnee  ssuubb  tthheemm  sseellvveess  hhaavvee  mmoorree  vvaalluuee  iinn  pprriinncciippaall  ccoommppoonneenntt 

 
1- In salinity environment: 
 
 Special amounts, out come of component 1 to 8 were more than one were 23,15,13,10,7,5,7,4, respectively 
and explanted 84 percent of total variance  of variables. Comparative amounts of special vectors coefficients in 
the first component show that corn weight quality, bush height, corn leaf breadth and leaf's level of flag were the 
most qualities for hybrids grouping in klaster analysis in second component, corn leaf level, flag leaf length and 
external pedankle and in third component, the seed number in every row, leaf number, the height to corn leaf 
and corn leaf length have more special vectors coefficients. So this order, in fourth component, the number of 
dry leaf, total operation and seed operation and removal index and in fifth component, corn diagonal, the length 
of corn, slink seed and depth of seed and in sixth component diagonal of haulm, internal pedankle and in 
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seventh component of Taji flower, the number of corn in bush and the weight of thousand seed and in eighth 
component, the breadth of flags leaf and diagonal of corn wood have more special vectors coefficients.  
2- In normal environment: 
 
 Special amount outcome of components 1 to 8 were more than one and were 28,13,10,9,4,5,6,7 percent, 
respectively and totally, they explanted 82 percent of total variance of variables (table 4-45). Comparative 
amounts of special vectors coefficients at first component showed that qualities of corn length, the number of 
seed in row, bush height, the level of flag leaf and total operation, were the most qualities for hybrids grouping. 
In secondly component, corn diagonal, the number of row, corn leaf level and corn wood diagonal and in third 
component the number of dry leaf, corn leaf with and the width of flag leaf, have more special vectors 
coefficients. So this order, in fourth component, halum diagonal, external pedankle, internal pedankle and slink 
seed and in fifth component the corn leaf length and Taji flower, and in sixth component the height to corn leaf, 
the length of flag leaf, the number of corn in bush and the weight of thousand seed and in seventh component 
corn weight, the number of leaf seed depth and seed operation and in eighth component total operation and 
removal index have more special vectors coefficients.  
 Table1. Special amount of variance percentand special vectors coefficients connected to qualities in 
analysis to principal component in normal terms.  
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